Many portable compilers generate an intermediate code that is subsequently translated into the target machine's assembly language. In this paper a stack-machine-based intermediate code suitable for algebraic languages (e.g., PASCAL, C, FORTRAN) and most byte-addressed mini-and microcomputers is described. A table-driven peephole optimizer that improves this intermediate code is then discussed in detail and compared with other local optimization methods. Measurements show an improvement of about 15 percent, depending on the precise metric used.
INTRODUCTION
As the computer science field matures, software designers are coming to realize that writing a distinct compiler for each (programming language, machine) pair is an expensive way to do business. Accordingly, there has been increasing interest recently in compilers that can be easily adapted to produce code for a variety of target machines, instead of just one machine [2, 3, 5, 9] .
A common method for implementing a group of languages on a collection of machines is to have one front end per language and one back end per machine. Each front end translates from its source language to a common intermediate code, called an UNCOL [11] , and each back end translates from the common intermediate code to a specific target machine's assembly language (or object format). Thus a "compiler" consists of a front end, a back end, and possibly programs that optimize the intermediate code. When this model has been adopted, adding a new language or new machine only requires writing one new program (front end or back end) to maintain the property that all languages are available on all machines.
Although squeezing the last drop of performance out of the CPU is no longer the dominant requirement it once was, there are still situations in which fast execution or compact code is important. Consequently, the question of where to perform the optimization arises. There are three conceptual possibilities:
1. in the front ends; 2. on the intermediate code; 3. in the back ends.
If the first possibility is chosen, many common optimizations will have to be programmed into each front end, increasing development effort. Similarly, putting the optimizations in the back ends will also require a duplication of effort. However, any optimizations that can be performed on the intermediate code itself only need be done once, with the results being applicable to all front ends and all machines being used. Although it is not possible to perform all optimizations on the intermediate code (e.g., making efficient use of target machine idiosyncracies is hard), it is clear that every optimization that can be performed on the intermediate code should be, unless it is very difficult or expensive to do so. Such optimizations are the subject of this paper.
In particular, we discuss performing peephole [8] optimizations on the intermediate code. A peephole optimization is one that replaces a sequence of consecutive instructions by a semantically equivalent but more efficient sequence. The sequences to be matched and their replacements are described in a driving table.
Other researchers [4, 7, 14] have also examined peephole optimization, but generally on the object code rather than on the intermediate code. We compare our work to theirs after describing our method and results in detail.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE INTERMEDIATE CODE MACHINE
The intermediate code produced by our front ends and accepted by our back ends [12, 13] is the assembly language of a simple stack machine called EM. It has been designed to be suitable for algebraic languages and byte-addressable target machines. Front ends exist, are currently being developed, or are at least being contemplated for ADA, ALGOL 68, BASIC, BCPL, C, FORTRAN, PAS-CAL, and PLAIN. Back ends will eventually include the Intel 8080 and 8086, Zilog Z80 and Z8000, Motorola 6800, 6809, and 68000, TI 9900, DEC PDP-11 and VAX, and IBM 370. These lists are not exhaustive but should give a reasonable idea of the scope of EM. On the other hand, EM is not especially well suited for radically different languages {e.g., COBOL, LISP, SNOBOL) or machines that are not byte addressable {e.g., CDC Cyber, DEC PDP-10, Univac 1108) or are completely different (e.g., data flow, Turing machine).
Briefly, each procedure invocation creates a frame on the stack. The Local Base register (LB) points to the base of the current frame, and the Stack Pointer (SP) points to the top of the frame. The External Base register (EB) points to the bottom of the outermost stack frame. Variables at intermediate levels of lexicai nesting are accessed by following the static chain backward.
All arithmetic instructions fetch their operands from the top of the stack and put their results back on the stack. Expressions are evaluated merely by converting them to reverse Polish. There are no general registers. Instructions are provided for manipulating integers of various lengths, floating-point numbers, pointers, and multiword unsigned quantities {e.g., for representing sets).
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A variety of instructions has been provided for loading operands onto the stack and popping them off the stack for storage. These instructions have been chosen to match closely the semantic primitives of common algebraic languages. There are instructions for use with constants, local variables, parameters, array elements, record fields, etc.
A list of the most important machine instructions is given in Table I . The meaning of most of the instructions is provided by the PASCAL fragment following it. Throughout the definitions, the variable B is used to avoid making a distinction between LB and EB, since that aspect of the machine has little significance for the optimizations discussed below. Correspondingly, the distinction between instructions that access local variables and those that access external variables has been eliminated.
CODE GENERATION STRATEGY
In order to understand the significance of the optimizations, it is necessary to understand something about typical code sequences produced by front ends for EM. Various studies [1, 6, 12] have shown that most programs tend to contain mostly simple expressions and statements. Wulf et al. [14] have pointed out that in the final analysis the quality of the local code has a greater impact on both the size and speed of the final program than does any optimization. The conclusion we draw from these two observations is that the efficient compilation of simple, commonly occurring source statements is the key to producing good code.
The traditional way to generate good code for commonly occurring statements is to build a myriad of special cases into all the front ends. For example, the statement N := N + 1 occurs often in many programs; so EM has a special INCREMENT VARIABLE instruction. The normal approach would be to have the front end check all assignments to see if they can use this instruction. It is our belief that this approach is a mistake and that recognition and replacement of important instruction sequences should be done by the optimizer. In fact, our basic intermediate file optimizer performs only this kind of peephole optimization; data flow and other optimizations can and should be done by other programs, cascading them in the manner of UNIX "1 [10] filters.
Coming back to the case of assignment statements, in general, assignment statements can be complicated, such as
Although such statements are rare, front ends must be prepared to deal with them. Consequently, the general strategy used by our front ends is to evaluate the address of the right-hand side, push this address onto the stack, and then do a LOAD INDIRECT n instruction, which pops the address and pushes the nbyte-long object starting at the address. After that, the address of the left-hand side is also evaluated and pushed onto the stack, and then a STORE INDIRECT n instruction, which fetches the destination address and n-byte object from the stack and performs the store, is executed. There are many special cases of the assignment statement that can be optimized, but the front ends ignore most of them, leaving the work to the optimizer. (-t) t : = pop; if t = 0 then push (1) else push (0) {Pop k bytes, remove a stack frame, then push the k bytes} {All bits are left-circularly shifted} Next to assignment statements, if statements are most common. Statements of the form if A = B then ... occur far more frequently than other types; so the obvious EM code sequence consists of instructions to push A and B onto the stack followed by a BNE instruction, which pops two operands and branches to the else part if they are unequal.
At first glance it would seem that six Bxx instructions would be needed in the EM architecture, for xx = EQ, NE, LT, LE, GT, and GE, but in fact many more are needed, since a complete set is needed for single-precision integers, doubleprecision integers, unsigned integers, pointers, floating-point numbers, sets, etc. To avoid this proliferation, EM has one compare instruction for each data type (CMx) that pops two operands and replaces them with a -1, 0, or +1, depending on whether the first is less than, equal to, or greater than the second. Then there are six Txx instructions for replacing this number with true (represented by 1) Using Peephole Optimization on Intermediate Code ;"inclusive or" on 2-byte operands AND 2
; "Boolean and" on 2-byte operands
Here, as in the case of assignment statements, optimizations are possible. In summary, our approach is to have front ends deal with only a single case, the most general one, and to let the optimizer convert the often clumsy code sequence that results into the optimal one.
OPTIMIZATION PATTERNS
The optimizer is driven by a pattern/replacement table consisting of a collection of lines. Each line contains a pattern part and a replacement part. A pattern or replacement part is composed of a consecutive sequence of EM instructions, all of which designate an opcode and some of which designate an operand. (By design, no EM instruction has more than one operand.)
The operands can be constants, references to other operands within the line, or expressions involving both. For example, consider the three lines (1)-(3):
In each line the ~ symbol separates the pattern part (left) from the replacement part (right). Throughout the optimizations we use the symbols A, B, C, etc., as formal parameters to refer to operands. In line (1), a variable is loaded (pushed) onto the stack (LOV A), it is incremented by one (INC), and the result is stored in the variable (STV A). The whole sequence can be replaced by a single increment variable instruction (INV). The pattern of (1) only matches a sequence of three EM instructions if the three opcodes are LOV, INC, and STV, in that order; furthermore, the first and third operands are the same, whatever their value may be. If the pattern matches, the operand of the resulting INV instruction is copied from that of the LOV instruction. In (2) an example of operand arithmetic is given. The pattern only matches if the address of the second LOV instruction is two higher than that of the first. The effect of this line is to replace two consecutive one-word pushes by a single two-word push. The third example shows that loading a constant onto the stack and then negating it can be replaced by loading the negative of the constant onto the stack in the first place. The noteworthy feature here is an expression, albeit a simple one in this case (-A), in the replacement part.
We can now describe the operation of the optimizer in detail. Initially, an entire procedure is read into an internal array, one instruction per array element. The optimizer maintains a pointer to the "current" instruction. Starting at this position, it tries to find optimizations that begin with the current instruction. If a pattern match can be found, the replacement part is substituted for the matched instructions.
It often occurs that the output of one optimization produces a pattern that itself can be optimized. In fact, this principle has been extensively used in the design of the optimization table to reduce its size. By repeating the matching process until no more matches can be found, patterns much longer than the longest optimization table entry can ultimately be replaced. After a replacement, the code pointer is moved back a distance equal to the longest pattern to make sure that no newly created matches are missed.
THE OPTIMIZATION TABLE
In this section we present and discuss a major portion of the EM optimization table. As an aid to the reader, we have divided the optimizations into ten major groups, as shown in Table II . Each optimization is numbered for reference in the text. In addition, the occurrence rate of each optimization per 100,000 optimizations is given in parentheses. The data are based on a collection of about 500 PASCAL programs. Obviously, the front end's code generation strategy has an effect on these frequencies. The PASCAL front end used for these measurements used the strategy described above.
The first group, lines 1-21, represent computations that can be performed at compile time {i.e., optimize time) instead of at run time. Lines 1-13 are all of the form LOC a; LOC b; operator; so it is straightforward to carry out the operation. More complicated expressions can also be folded because the pattern scanning continues until no more matches are found. For example, the source statement K := 3 * 5 + 6 would initially compile to the EM code sequence (0) DIV NEG ~ NEG DIV Note: xx = LT, LE, EQ, NE, GE, GT yy = GE, GT, NE, EQ, LT, LE zz = GT, GE, EQ, NE, LE, LT amount of storage needed. If there are no locals, SIZE will turn out to be 0; so line 30 removes the BEG. The next five lines deal with expressions of the form -(-n ), n + 0, n -0, n * 1, and n/l, respectively. These expressions might occur when the constant is actually a manifest constant. Inclusive and exclusive or-hug a variable with 0 does not change it, as indicated in lines 36 and 37. Lines 38 and 39 eliminate redundant load/store sequences. The next four optimizations deal with pushing two operands onto the stack and then performing an operation on them. In these cases the operation does nothing; so one push and the operation can be deleted.
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Lines 44 and 45 concern the way functions return values in EM: they push the values onto the stack and then execute a RET instruction. A store into a local variable prior to the return is obviously wasted; so it is eliminated. The instruction CMI in line 46 puts a negative number, 0, or a positive number onto the stack for use by a subsequent Txx, where xx stands for one of the relational operators LT, LE, EQ, NE, GE, or GT. In this case the comparison with 0 is redundant, since the operand being compared to 0 can itself be used for the succeeding test.
Line 47 uses the fact that labels are represented as pseudoinstructions with the opcode LAB. Thus, if a branch forward to A is followed by A itself, the branch can be eliminated.
The combined move group tries to combine consecutive push or pop operations into a single one. When the EM code is to be interpreted, replacing two instructions by one is always worth doing. Similarly, when EM is translated to some target machine, combining two moves may be useful, especially if the target machine has double-or multiple-word moves. If enough moves can be combined, the optimization is worth doing on all machines, since it gives the back end the option of using a loop instead of in-line code. In our PASCAL compiler, three pages of source code initializing various tables are ultimately reduced to a single move (BLM) instruction.
The basic strategy followed by lines 48-63 is to combine single-word, doubleword, and multiword moves (LOV, LDV, and LOI, respectively) into longer units. Lines 64-66 convert short BLM instructions into LOIs to permit them to combine more easily with other instructions (there are many patterns with LOI, but few with BLM).
Lines 67-70 take advantage of the commutative law. Since the operands of ADD and MUL can be reversed without damage, they are reversed when doing so is worthwhile. The operands of CMI can also be reversed (line 69), but only if the sense of the following Txx is also reversed, where xx again stands for LT, LE, EQ, NE, GE, or GT, and zz stands for the complementary operators, GT, GE, EQ, NE, LE, or LT, respectively. For example, LOV 8 LDV 6 LOV 6 becomes CMI CMI TGT TLT Line 70 uses the same principle as does line 69.
The indirect move group is largely concerned with replacing indirect moves, generated by the general case of the assignment statement, with more efficient direct ones. Lines 71-83 fall in this category. The remaining optimizations in the group combine ADI with the following instruction and improve the code. The ADIs are often generated by accessing record fields, as mentioned earlier.
Line 92 is one of the most frequent optimizations. Txx normally converts the output of a compare instruction (-1, 0, or +1) to true (1) or false (0). The ZEQ following it can be thought of as "branch if false." Instead of first converting the negative, 0, or positive value on the stack to true or false, the branch uses the value itself. The code yy stands for GE, GT, NE, EQ, LT, or LE, respectively, depending on the corresponding xx code: LT, LE, EQ, NE, GE, or GT. This optimization is used for if statements with only a single relational operator in the condition.
Line 93 is useful when comparing two integer operands. Instead of comparing them and then testing the result of the comparison, one can use the Bxx instructions, which compare and branch in one instruction. The optimization on line 94 replaces two cascaded Txx operations by a single equivalent one. The remaining two in this group are able to simulate the effect of the PASCAL not operator by changing the sense of the branch.
EM has several one-operand instructions that are actually special cases of twooperand instructions. Lines 97-104 handle addition and subtraction of +1 or -1. Note that the source statement N := N + 1 is reduced to a single INV instruction in two stages: first, optimization 97 is applied, and then optimization 99. This replacement may even be useful on target machines lacking an increment instruction (e.g., on machines that can add a register to memory}. In general we cannot guarantee that every optimization is useful on every machine, but in practice the ones listed in Table II are useful on many machines of the class being considered.
Lines 105-107 replace addition or subtraction by two with a pair of increments or decrements. In retrospect, their inclusion in the table was probably not such a good idea, since on some target machines they are likely to lead to worse rather than better code. (A machine lacking an INCREMENT but able to add a register to memory would probably be better off adding 2 to the variable once than adding 1 to the variable twice.} On the other hand, these patterns are rarely used in practice. Lines 108 and 109 substitute the one-operand NEG instruction for the two-operand MUL and DIV instructions where possible.
The optimization on line 110 is intended for source statements of the form N := 0. The ZRV instruction does the work of two other instructions. The next line represents six optimizations for comparing an integer operand against zero. The last four lines are similar but slightly tricky. Line 112 implicitly replaces the test if N < 1 then with the equivalent test if N __ 0 then so that the one-operand ZLE instruction instead of the two-operand BLT instruction can be used. Lines 113-115 are analogous to line 112.
The DUP group is useful to avoid refetching an operand that is already on the stack. On many target machines, duplicating the top word or two words on the stack is a cheaper operation than addressing memory, since no memory address is required in the former, but it is in the latter.
The reordering group merely reorders the instructions in each pattern without changing them. The first four move a LOC from the middle of an operation sequence to the start of it. By moving LOCs forward, the chances of another optimization becoming possible are increased. For example, the source expression INV A Lines 122 and 123 operate in a spirit similar to that of lines 118-121. The NEG is pushed forward to allow it to combine with a possible LOC preceding it. For example, the source statement N := 5/-K in essence is transformed into N := -5/K, which is more efficient since the negation can be carried out at compile time instead of run time.
We would like to point out that the optimizer is slightly more general than described so far. Each optimization line may contain a number indicating that it requires some special processing. This feature is used to specify replacement parts that are difficult or impossible to express as a pattern. Among these optimizations are bounds checking of subscripts or subrange variables that can be evaluated at compile time, comparisons that can be evaluated at compile time, and branches to other branches or to return instructions. In addition, EM has a full complement of instructions one of whose operands is taken from the stack instead of as an immediate operand; for example, AND 2 has the 2 as an immediate operand, but there is also a form where the size is fetched from the stack. A collection of optimizations exists to replace the more general form by the immediate operand form where possible. Together, the optimizations not listed account for 12.5 percent of all optimizations.
MEASURED RESULTS
To measure the effect of the peephole optimizer, we have run two tests. In the first we compared the number of machine instructions in each optimized EM program with the number in the unoptimized EM program. Thus, for each program we have a number between 0.00 and 1.00 giving the number of instructions in the optimized program as a fraction of the original. This metric was chosen since it is independent of both the source language and the target machine and directly measures what the optimizer primarily attempts to do, namely, eliminate EM instructions. This metric can also be defended on theoretical grounds. EM code is really just glorified reverse Polish, in other words, the parse tree linearized into postfix order. Removal of an EM instruction typically corresponds to a removal of a node in the parse tree. Since object code size is typically proportional to parse tree size, such removal normally has a direct impact on the final object code size. The measurements presented below bear this out.
The occurrence frequencies per 1000 optimizations are shown in Table III in the column labeled EM. The median saving is 16 percent: one in six EM instructions is eliminated.
The second test consisted of translating the optimized and unoptimized EM code into PDP-11 object code and comparing the number of bytes produced in each case. These results are given in Table III in the column labeled PDP-11. The median reduction in the object code is 14 percent, close to the EM result. This closeness suggests that nearly all the EM optimizations are indeed reflected in the final object code. In two test programs, the optimized PDP-11 code was increased by 2 percent over the unoptimized code due to optimization 50; this was traced to a design error in the (original) EM to PDP-11 back end. (With the optimization the operands were actually stacked, whereas without it they were not.) This defect can easily be fixed, however.
On the basis of these results, we believe peepholing the intermediate code to be worthwhile, since the optimizer need only be written once, for all languages and 
DISCUSSION
Davidson and Fraser [4] have recently described a peephole optimizer that looks for pairs of consecutive instructions that can be replaced by a single instruction having the same effect. As an example, they note that the PDP-11 sequence SUB #2,R3; CLR (R3) can be replaced by CLR -(R3). In essence, during each compilation the optimizer dynamically "discovers" various pattern/replacement pairs. Their algorithm is so designed that it is complete in the sense that it catches all possible object code pairs that can be reduced to one instruction. In our method, in contrast, the patterns and replacements are determined in advance and looked up in a table during compilation. The table could be constructed using their method of examining all instruction pairs, of course. However, in this case completeness means that all reducible EM pairs, rather than target code pairs, have been eliminated. The advantage of computing the pattern/replacement pairs in advance instead of on-the-fly is faster performance. They quote an optimization speed of i to 10 instructions per second on a PDP-11/70, whereas we have measured a speed of over 1000 instructions per second on the (considerably slower) PDP-11/45. Their use of SNOBOL (versus our use of C) no doubt accounts for part of this two or three order-of-magnitude effect, but even with the same language, computing the table once and for all in advance is surely much faster than rediscovering it piecemeal during compilation. Both our method and theirs require driving tables, as well as code to process them, to be available at run time. The relative sizes of these are too implementation-dependent to make any general remarks about.
Another difference is their decision to optimize the object code versus our decision to optimize the intermediate code. This difference is strongly felt when one is trying to decide whether two sequences are equivalent or not. For example, the PDP-11 instruction ADD #1,RO is not quite equivalent to (the cheaper) INC RO because the former sets the "carry" condition code bit and the latter does not. The optimizer must therefore perform some live/dead analysis for each occurrence of ADD #1,RO to see if the carry bit is used later. If it is, INC cannot be used. Since the intermediate code can be designed to be free of such idiosyncracies, optimizations on it can be done without requiring the live/dead context information that Davidson and Fraser need (cf. line 97 in Table II) .
Another research project that has reported work with peephole optimization is Bliss/PQCC at Carnegie-Mellon University [7, 14] . In many cases we have done optimizations similar to theirs, only we have done them entirely on the sourceand machine-independent intermediate code, whereas they have largely done them on the (machine-dependent) object code.
In the compiler pass called DELAY, they do constant folding, unary-minus propagation, and reordering using the commutative law. We do similar optimizations in lines 1-21, 122-123, and 67-70, respectively. In the pass called FINAL, they do crossjumping (which we do not presently do, but easily could), branch chain collapsing, null branch removal, and conditional branch reversal, all of which we do do. They also do various special case analyses on the object code that we do on the intermediate code. In addition, FINAL performs certain inherently machine-dependent optimizations, such as manipulating the addressing modes and determining whether to use short or long branches, neither of which is possible on the intermediate code.
Consequently, some machine-dependent optimization may be required in our system too. However, we have never claimed that optimizing the intermediate code eliminates the need for all target code optimization, just that it is desirable to do as much optimization as possible on the intermediate code, because that optimizer can be written once and for all and used without change as a filter for subsequent front ends and back ends.
